
On Divisions III and IV of 
the Yun ching* 

By T oru M1NEYA 

1. It is well known that the four sections alloted to the four tones in the 
tables of the Yun ching ~~ are each subdivided into four divisions called 
from top to bottom Divs. I-IV, the 206 rimes being arranged according to 
this classificatory scheme. With the differences in tone and division arranged 
vertically, the horizontal lines of the tables are divided into twenty-three 
columns by combining the seven phonological categories: ch'un _., she 15, 
ya 7.f, ch'ih ffl, hau ~l, pan-she ¥5, and pan-ch'ih ¥$[fClJ with the four sub-· 
categories: ch'ing m, tz'u-ch'ing lXffi-, cha ~ and ch'ing-cha m~. Therefore, 
the position of a given Chinese character in the Yun ching can be specified by 
indicating which one of its forty-three tables it belongs to and in which column 
and row it is situated. Such a way of indicating the positions of characters in 
the tables enables us to show which features are shared, and which ·are not,. 
by the readings of any two characters. 

In actual practice, however, the character~, for instance, is not mentioned 
as being in "the 4th table or chuan ff (k'ai-k'au lffl □), p'ing-sheng zis!l, Rime 
chih Sz, Division III, ya-yin 7.f~, cha ~," but said to be "(p'ing-sheng} 
Rime Sz, k'ai-k'au, Initial chun m, Div. III." In the same way, ~ is called 
"Rime Sz, k'ai-k'au, Initial m, Div. IV"; for the names of the Thirty-six Initials 
.=£+~*-BJ., e.g. Jt, yJ, m, ~' etc., are in commoner use than the terms defined 
by such phonological categories and subcategories as ya-yin ch'ing} ya-yin tz'u
ch'ing} etc. Again, because it is understood already that Rime 3z for instance 
is located in the 4th table, Hit is k'ai-k'ou} and in the 5th, if it is ha-k'au ~□ ,, 

it is no longer necessary to give the number of the tables where it appears. 
In either case, it is not a means of indicating the sound of characters but simply 
a method of indicating their positions in the classificatory scheme of the Yun 
ching. For this reason, however, it is all the more convenient, and is widely 
employed since phonetic similarities or differences between one character and 

* 

[1] 

This article entitled "Inkyo no III-, IV-to ni tsuite lffiftt(7).=.~~fC."'.)l,t" (written in 
Japanese) originally appeared in Genga Kenkyu, the Journal of the Linguistic Society 
of Japan Nos. 22/23 (1953), pp. 56-74. It is a part of research conducted under a 
grant from the Ministry of Education. The numbers of the footnotes which are en
closed in square brackets indicate the supplementary notes added to the English version. 
pan-she-yin and pan-ch'ih-yin are the terms commonly used in Chinese phonology, 
but the terms used in the Yun ching are she-ch'ih-yin %ffll§f and ch'ih-she-yin jt%~ 
respectively. 
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another can be treated without having to take a position on those reconstructed 
readings which are the object of controversy. C2) 

Such a method of designation is justified as long as we are concerned with 
the positions of the characters in the scheme of the Yun ching; but it is not 
proper to apply this scheme as it is to the phonemic system of Ancient Chinese 
that is revealed by the fan-ch'ieh N t.JJ in the Ch'ieh yun -!:;)Jfm, (whlch will be 
referred to as 'the phonemic system of the Ch'ieh yun' in the rest of this 
article), for there are certain discrepancies between them, as has often been 
pointed out. C3) In other words, the latter should be expounded through the 
investigation of the fan-ch'ieh spellings given in the Ch'ieh yun to indicate 
the readings of the characters, and it is only by this means that its proper classi
fication can be achieved. Now if it is maintained that "the fact that the forty
three tables of the Yun ching contain all the 206 rimes of the Ch'ieh yunC4 J 

should be considered as indicating that the Yun ching does not represent the 
actual sounds faithfully, but that it is an interpretation of the Ch'ieh yiin, C5J" 

then it cannot be said that the aforementioned means for relating characters 
to their positions in the Yun ching reveals their sounds in a particular dialect 
at a particular time. In the present article the writer will first of all consider 
the phonemic system of the Ch'ieh yun C6) reconstructed on the basis of an 
analysis of its fan-ch'ieh spellings and independently of such rime tables as the 
Yun ching} etc. He will then try to explain the reason why the Yun ching 
gave such an interpretation to the Ch'ieh yun that brought in the discrepancies 

( 2) For instance, the difference between ~ and fftft can be treated by indicating that they 
differ only in Division, the former appearing in Div. III and the latter in Div. IV, 
without elucidating what feature or features distinguished these Divisions in the Yun 
ching. 

( 3) Rokuro Kono ?ffi'!l!fnE!~: Chosen-kanjion no ichi-tokushitsu If!Jlff;lt~if(7)~*~Jt (A 
Characteristic of Sino-Korean), Genga Kenkyit 3 (1939), 27-53 (abbrev. 'Sino-Korean'); 
Akiyasu Toda ~~g,§1*: Chuko Kango no on'inron-teki tairitsu q:r~~ffi(7)if~ffiflfS".lti2 
(Phonological opposition in Ancient Chinese), Nihon Chitgoku-gakkai Kaih6 I (1949), 
55-96 (abbrev. 'Ancient Chinese'), and others. Cf. Postscript. 

( 4) Since it is certain that the original Ch'ieh yun contained less than 206 rimes Ch'ieh 
yun should be interpreted here as refering to the rime books based on the Ch'ieh 
yun, and not to the original Ch'ieh yiln compiled by Lu Fa yen jlmY:t;§". 

( 5) Kono 'Sino-Korean', p. 50. 
( 6) In view of the remarks in the preface to the Ch'ieh yiln, the opinion that the Ch'ieh 

yiln does not depict the phonemic system of a particular dialect at a particular time 
is predominant. Even so, it is not beyond all doubt that the Ch'ieh yun represents a 
kind of least common multiple of the phonemic systems of various dialects. As a 
result of his study of the fan-ch'ieh of Hsiian-ying's I ch'ieh ching yin i, Chou Fa 
kao mJY:tiW!i has found that its scheme has many points of agreement with that of the 
fan-ch'ieh of the Ch'ieh yiln, and has come to believe that Ch'ieh yiln's system was 
something akin to the phonemic system of an actual dialect. (See Chou's article '1( 
l!ffl--W~if~Bfl;lJ;lg' in the Bulletin of the Institute of History and Philology, Academia 
Sinica, 20 [1948], 203-33.) Hence there is still room for further investigation of this 
problem. 
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between their systems, placing special emphasis on the problem of Divs. III 
and IV of the tables. 

2. Because there is some confusion of terms due to improper use of the Sung 
phonological terminology in illustrating the phonemic system of the Ch'ieh 
yun) as well as because the interpretation of the system itself presents problems, 
we.have to start our inquiry with a consideration of the Ch'ieh yun's phonemic 
systems. 

2.1. Since Ch'en Li's ~JIV.:I ch'ieh yun k'ao t)J~~ appeared, the so-called hsi
lien *llW or cross-reference method has been traditionally employed in analy
tical researches on the fan-ch'ieh spellings. Lu Chih wei's ~:m~:l$ 'Cheng 
Kuang yun wu-shih-i sheng-lei'C7 ) may be regarded as the most remarkable con
tribution along this line to the classification of the upper characters of fan
ch'ieh in the Kuang yun j(~. Ch'en Li attempted to revise the fifty-one 
sheng-lei ·~~ or initial categories yielded by the cheng-li iE1!U (the primary 
cross-reference method applied to only cheng-ch'ieh i£.J:;7J) by reference to the 
pien-li IH!U (the anomalous cross-reference method for which yu-ch'ieh JZ..J:;7] 
also count), with the result of obtaining forty initial categories on account of 
his inconsistent procedure. In regard to this Lu says, "the Ch'ieh yun k'ao 
compiled by Ch',en Li aims at his own prospect. As the fifty-one initial cate
gories did not conform to his postulated theory, he used the cross-references 
of the yu-ch'ieh until they fit in well with it." As for Karlgren's forty-seven 
initial categories, he also rejects them, saying: "Karlgren has divided them into 
forty-seven categories (which are now widely accepted in our country), but it 
seems to me that he begins and ends with the traditional Initials +HJ and 
Divisions ~Pf-." Then he made a statistical study of the distribution of the 
initial categories in relation to the yiin-lei ~~Ji or final categories on the basis 
of Ch',en Li's fifty-one categories, and set up the same number of categories, 
which, however, differ in content from Ch'en Li's, and found the following 
classes among them: cs) 

Group A 
Class A z, If!§, -:ft, it, ~' fm, J;.J, f, -t, ~' ,~,, ~<9) 

Class B1 

C~rn §f'.rn M:rn ifrn ff&/1 
{Jllj, f)J, ±, ?fr 

C~n §f'.n M:n ifn) 

8 ni1v ffl1v MIV ~IV 1[.,1v ~m 
Class B2 ~' fr, 00:, "fr:, )] 

(~Q 11 Z1i fri *III) 

( 7) '~1Jl:filfE+~:r¥~ (51 Groups of Initials in the Kuang yun, a Formal Proof.)'; Yenching 
Journal of Chinese Studies, 25 (1939), 1-58. 

( 8) The table in his article was only tentatively proposed for the purposes of explanation. 
The one given here is made as a summarization in accordance with his argumenta
tion by the present writer. 

( 9) These characters represent initial categories. Those enclosed by parentheses are their 
counterparts, though not always proper, in the phonological terms of Sung time. 
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Class C 

Class D 

Group B 
Class E 

Class F 
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tf, 71, ~' ~' =f 
(gp ~ ~ ~ Uim) (lOl 

~' :ti:, ~' ~' Wf, ~ 
(Jtm t~m ff ~III ~ ~m) 

~' 1th, 1t, 
(ft/M ~ 5E 
tf, ~' ii, 
(fl ~ ~ 

PR, 
1JB 
~ 
1¥.l) 

!:i., 1~, 

*I ffir 
it, ~' il(ll) 

rn-1 1ff:1 it,1) 

Class G ""f:5", =;!s, E., P¥, till, )~ 
(.%r t~r ~I B~r l!i!r ~1) 

It is no wonder that this grouping, which is the result of Lu's statistical 
calculation, should be closely similar to the relationships observed among the 
so-called Thirty-six Initials~+~+-$:, and to the distinctions of the so-called 
seven phonological categories -t~, in the phonology of the ~ung time. It is 
also an interesting fact that the initial category =f, corresponding to Initial l1@j 

of Div. III, is separated from the category ~ (PirJ1v) of class A and placed in 
class C. This may be connected with the fact that the category =f is accom
panied by a medial -u- in the majority of cases and also with the fact that the 
initial categories tf, 71, ~and~ are neutral with respect to the occurrence of 
medial -u-. These statistics are based on the 300 final categories obtained by 
revising the 319 categories of the Ch'ieh yiln k'ao) but the revision was not 
carried through strictly according to the fan-ch'ieh spellings and instead the 
principle of symmetrical distribution in the four tones (ll9!if§*) was often 
relied upon. It must be noted that Lu himself mentions that "the 300 final 
categories are to be considered as a starting point of our study, but not as a 
result of our examination." Yet there remain many problems to be solved as 
regards the grouping of finals, and a different grouping would give different 
values with regard to the distribution of the upper characters; however, it is 
not certain whether it would entail a change in the general trend. Accord
ingly, we may say that at the present stage of research, it seems useful to make 
use of these results because it is thus possible to avoid the confusion that the 
use of the phonological terms of Sung time would involve. 

For the study of the phonemic system of the Ch'ieh yiln., then, we have 
no other choice but to make use of the statistics regarding the distribution of 
the fan-ch'ieh spellings in the Kuang yiln along with a close examination of 
the fan-ch'ieh in the extant fragments of the Ch'ieh yilnJ12 J It is true that the 
former contains more rimes than, ·and different fan-ch'ieh spellings from, the 

(10) In a footnote Lu mentions that 9ltgp, ~~' ~~' '3Jjtl!/j(, should actually be given here 
instead of gp, ~' ~' ti!lf(. 

(11) Initial categories ~ and lEt. comprise the respective ones of f~ and ffi!~. 
[12] At present, we can use the T'ang manuscript of Wang Jen-hsii's .:Et:a,iu k'an-miu pu

ch'ueh Ch'ieh yun flJ~1m$1cW!§'i in its entirety. 
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latter; nevertheless, it is generally obvious from Ling Ta t'ing's ~::kffi argu
mentation in his article: 'T'ang-hsieh-pen yiin-shu-ti sheng-lei' cm) that the 

fan-ch'ieh spellings of the Kuang yun are useful for the studies on those of the 
Ch'ieh yun without committing any serious mistakes. Within the range of 
our discussion which follows, at any rate, the above classification of the fifty
one initial categories based on the fan-ch'ieh of the Kuang yun is useful, only 
the distinctions, as Lu admits, between the class A initial categories of Group 

A: -=f, -t, ~ and .~, and their class E counterparts in Group B: 1'1, :;t, E'j:: and 
ii are in this order less clearly made and, in reality quite confused. Therefore, 

these distinctions will not be called into question in this article. 

2.2. Final categories can, in turn, be classified into the following Groups with 
reference to the above classification of the initial categories: <14) 

Group I The final categories which appear chiefly with the upper characters 

of Group B, e.g. *tt, ~' :pf, etc. 
Group II Those which appear chiefly with the upper characters of Group B 

and the class B1 of Group A, e.g. yI, {:!, rlr, etc. 
Group III Those which appear chiefly with the upper characters of Group 

A, e.g. *F,1!1!, ~, x, etc. 
When collated with the Yun ching's scheme, the final categories of Group 

I are arranged in Div. I or IV and those of Group II are in Div. II, none of 
them pertaining to two different Divisions. On the other hand, Group III 
consists of the final categories arranged only in Div. III and of those in both 
Divs. III and IV (with some occurring also in Div. II). Karlgren has named 

the latter categories of Group III type a and the former type (3 while those of 

Group I arranged in Div. IV type r- These types correspond respectively to 
Arisaka's '(a) rimes belonging to both Divs. III and IV ~lm~i~i!~, (fi) rimes 

belonging exclusively to Div. III ~~--JI}~ and (r) rimes belonging exclu
sively to Div. IV [g~-.lffl~'. <15 ) The point of difference between types a and (3 
with reference to the above grouping of the fan-ch'ieh spellings is that, whereas 
the upper characters for type (3 are chosen only from the classes C and D of 

(13) 'fflfit2!qJj1~$'J§~ (The Initial-consonant Groups of the T'ang Dynasty Rhyme Books)', 

Yenching Journal of Chinese Studies 26 (1939), 129-142. 
(14) Group II shows a strong tendency to take the Group A initial category ff in place 

of the Group B initial category !JS¥ as the upper character of fan-ch'ieh. Besides 

many exceptional instances are found in the individual fan-ch'ieh spellings of the ex

tant fragments of the T'ang manuscripts of the Ch'ieh yiln as well as in those of the 

Kuang yiln. These will not be taken into consideration here unless they are par
ticularly relevant to the problems considered below. 

(15) Hideyo Arisaka 1§t&:%iit 'Karlgren-shi no yoon-setsu o hyosu t;- Jv:f v 1/ av'):j'YJJ'tfm 
a:tfT (A Critical Study on Karlgren's Medial i Theory)' in his Kokugo On'inshi no 

Kenkyil (Studies on the Phonological History of Japanese), Tokyo, 1944, revised and 

enlarged ed. 1957; this article first appeared in the Reports of the Association of Pho

netics of Japan. 1937-39. (Abbrev. 'Medial i Theory') [15'] Its English version, trans

lated and annotated by R. Kono, was published in Mem. Toyo Bunko. 21 (1962). 
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Group A, those for type a are from the other classes of Group A as well. Todo 
has classified the 'rimes with medial -i- in the Ch'ieh yiln (Kuang yiln)' (cor
responding to Group III above) into the following four groups: <16l 

A. The rimes containing the ch'un) ya) hou) sM and ch'ih initials with front 
or central medial-i- (the so-called 'combined Divs. III and IV rimes'). 

B. The rimes containing only the ch'un) ya and hou initials with central 
medial-i- (the so-called 'pure Div. III rimes'). 

C. The rimes containing the ch'un) ya and hou initials with central medial-i
and the she and ch'ih initials with a front or central medial-i- (the so
called 'chil hsia ~~ rimes' of the Sung scholars). 

D. The rimes containing only the ch'un) ya and hou initials with front 
medial-i- and she and ch'ih initials with front medial-i- (the so-called 'Div. 

IV rimes with medial-i-'). 
Compared with Karlgren's classification, Todo's B corresponds to type (3; his 
A, C and D are all comprised in type a. With reference to the above men
tioned grouping of the upper characters of fan-ch'ieh) it is seen that dais B1 

does not appear in !he D rimes, and that the difference between rimes A and 
C depends on whether or not the so-called ch'ung-niu l!!nffi:, i.e. fan-ch'ieh 
doublets, are found in them. 

2.3. The ch'ung-niu is a term used by Chinese scholars in referring to the 
fact that "there are several pairs of fan-ch'ieh which appear to indicate identi
cal sounds, for the upper character of each pair indicates the same category. of 
initial and the lower character belongs to the same rime." <17l This phenome
non has long been elucidated by Arisaka, and it is well known that it has 
become a crucial problem in the study of the Ancient Chinese phonology 
recently in China as well. (ls) It might seem thus unnecessary to give its de
tailed account here, but in view of the fact that so far at least two theories 
have been postulated as to its phonemic interpretation, it still requires our 
consideration. The one advanced by Arisaka, Kono, Lu Chih wei, and others 
assumes a difference in medials while the other by Tung T'ung ho ji[q)tm 

Chou Fa kao ml it r%'!:r, and others assumes a difference in degrees of opening 
among the principal vowels. Reviewing these, T6d6 has raised an objection 
to the 'opportunism' which has led to their rejection of the 'different medials' 
theory for the reason that 'it would add the complexity of the problem,' and, 
on the other hand, agrees with Tung T'ung ho in admitting that "the differ
ence in principal vowels should also be taken into consideration" in relation 
to Archaic Chinese. He further states: "In conclusion, I think the difference 

(16) Todo 'Ancient Chinese,' p. 73. 
(17) Arisaka 'Medial i Theory', p. 323 [p. 53]; (these are distinguished by their placement 

in Divisions III and IV in the Yun ching.) 
(18) Tsutomu Rai ffl'liEi!J gives a brief and to-the-point illustration of this matter in 

Chilgokugogaku 27 (1949) . 
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between the Divs. III and IV of the 'combined Divs. III and IV rimes' consists 
in both their medials and principal vowels; consequently, it cannot be readily 
concluded that their medials constitute the only point of difference between 
them, as the Arisaka-Kono theory does."C19) Neither of those theories, however, 
seems to assert that only one element constitutes the point of difference, and 
that everything else is the same. Strictly speaking, this is phonetically im
possible, and it is a matter of phonemic interpretation which element should 
be considered as being responsible for the distinction. Although Todo's argu
ment may be right from the phonetic point of view, it is not necessary to 
postulate distinctions in both the medials and the principal vowels from a 
phonemic point of view. c2o) 

2.3.l. The ch'ung-niu phenomenon is observed in the characters with ya) hou 
and ch'un initials, that is to say, in classes C and D of Group A in the classi
fication of the upper characters of fan-ch'ieh) C21 ) and as such it does not matter 
whether we follow the 'different medials' or the 'different principal vowels' 
theory. If, however, we are to distinguish the two types of finals<22) in the 
ch'ung-niu pairs, (which are called types A and B by Kono), there arises a ques
tion as to which of the types in the same final category we should assign the 
characters described by the upper characters of the classes other than C and D. 

Arisaka, c23) basing himself chiefly on Sino-Korean and Chinese translitera
tions of Sanskrit, has supposed it possible that they belong to type B in the 
case of the ch'ih initials of Div. II [ class B1], and to type A in the case of those 
of Divs. III and IV [ class A]. As for the she and pan-she initials [ class B2], 

for the reason that Sino-Korean renderings generally show medial i, and 
through his interpretation of the "Kuang-t'ung Men-fa Jciif~i:t", one of the 
methods of explaining the fan-ch'ieh spellings, he concludes that: "If so, the 
medial element of Div. III of the she-yin 5-g and the pan-she-yin ¥-5-g 
was a palatal ! just like that of Div. III of the ch'ih-yin $fr and pan-ch'ih-yin 
¥-$-g and of Div. IV of the ch'un-yin )§fr, ya-in ;ffr and hou-in llfxfr." 
Even if he did consider the possibility of allotting the characters with she 
initials [ class B2] to type A, he himself refrains from drawing this conclusion, 
for, he says, "Generally speaking, the nature of the medial element of the 
she-shang-yin 5J:-g, she-t'ou-yin5Eii_fr, and pan-she-yin ¥-'i5Eir in the Chinese 

(19) Todo 'Ancient Chinese,' p. 78. Italics are Todo's. 
(20) Incidentally, Wang Ching-ju .:f\Wjfti:r considers that the distinction was either in 

medials alone or in initial consonants alone or in both, according to differences of the 
initials. We shall discuss this theory later on (Section 2. 3. 5.). 

(21) Except that the characters with the initial category -=f of class C do not have 
ch'ung-niu pairs. Moreover, false ch'ung-niu pairs are found among those with the 
initials of the other classes (than C and D) on account of later interpolated characters. 
These are not considered here. 

(22) Finals consist of Medial (yiln t'ou ~~) + (Principal) Vowel (yun fu ~~) + Final 
Consonant (yun wei ill:!!¥,). 

(23) Arisaka 'Medial i Theory', pp. 324-343. 
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original has still to be investigated." 
In his investigation of the fan-ch'ieh spelling, Kono<24) has proved that 

the cheng-ch'ih IEim initials of Div. III, and the ch'ih-t'ou Im!ffi initials and the 
Initial B [class AJ bear a close relationship to the ya and hou initials with 
type A finals [type A of class DJ, while the cheng-ch'ih initials of Div. II 
[class B1] are closer to the ya and hou with type B [type B of class DJ. As for 
the she initials [namely class B2J, he remarks that: "On several occasions the 
author has already mentioned that the above-giv~n four types [A and B, and 
their ho k'ou counterparts C and DJ are often confused (with respect to the 
usage of fan-ch'ieh spellings) in the Yu p'ien .=1s.:= and the Ch'ieh yun) and it 
seems that this is caused in many cases by use of the characters with she initials. 
This arouses our suspicion that the glide after the she initials might have been 
perceived at that time as something intermediate between the glide of the 
finals of types A/C and that of the finals of types B/D. Even so, because 
there still remain many questions concerning the ancient values of the she 
initials, we cannot hastily form our conclusion."<25) 

2.3.2. Contrary to them, who have left unsettled the question of whether the 
characters of class B2 (with she initials) should be regarded as belonging to 
type A or to type B, both Tung T'ung ho and Todo have concluded that they 
ought to be placed in type A. Taking the she and ch'ih initials [classes A 
and BJ as forming one group, Tung<26) considers that the more frequently 
they have characters with the initials of this group as the lower character of fan
ch'ieh) the closer are they to this type and that the less they do so, the remoter 
they are from this type. Conversely, if we examine the lower characters of 
fan-ch'ieh for characters with these initials, we find that they are more fre
quently characters with the ch'un) ya and hou initials of Div. IV rather than 
those with the same initials of Div. III. Further the characters in Rime fF!r 
with the ch'un)ya and hou initials are arranged in Div. IV of the time tables; 
but this is impossible unless the finals after the ch'un) ya and hou initials of 
Div. IV are of the same type as those after she and ch'ih. From these observa
tions he reached the following conclusion: 
"To sum up what I have stated so far, the distribution of the Rimes (of both 
the k'ai-k'ou and the ho-k'ou) Sz, m~, ~ (if), {LU, g, 1'f into two types of finals 
can be completely determined. By differentiating them as class l and 2, this 
can be shown as follows: 

Class I-comprising the she and ch'ih initials and ch'un) ya and hou 
which the rime tables place in Div. IV; 

(24) Kono 'Sino-Korean', pp. 42-43. 
(25) ibid., pp. 47. 

(26) ••!ffl£il:~i~ (A Preliminary Study of the fan-ch'ieh doublets in Kuang yiln) ', Bul
letin of the Institute of History and Philology, Academia Sinica 13 (1948), 1-20. 
pp. 9-10. 
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Class 2-comprising the ch(un., ya and hou initials which the rime tables 
place in Div. III." 

Classes I and 2 here correspond to the above types A and B respectively. In
cidentally, Class B1 (the cheng-ch(ih initials of Div. II) is not given particular 
attention in this classification. 

Todo also claims that: "Having the same series of lower characters of 
the fan-ch(ieh., the characters with the hou., ya and ch(un initials of Div. III 
and those with ch(ih-shang ~J:. [ =the cheng-ch(ih of Div. Il=class B1] should 
all be placed in the rows of Div. III, whereas those with the hou., ya and ch(un 
initials of Div. IV and with cheng-ch(ih., ch(ih-tou., she-shang., pan-ch(ih and 
pan-she., and Initial lljfi}, [namely classes A and B2], in which the lower char
acters are of another series, should be arranged in the rows of Div. IV." Hence 
neither Kono's arguments nor Arisaka's concerning the she initials cited above 
is touched upon here, and it appears that what underlies his idea is the con
trast between the hou., ya and ch(un initials and the she and ch(ih initials. 
As shown by Kono's arguments, this can be said of Rime 3z k(ai-k(ou which 
offers one of the most favourable instances, but not of all the rimes which 
involve the ch(ung-niu. Both Rimes • and ~ quoted by Tung in the said 
article (p. 9) are similarly given as 'most favourable instances,' and the con
fused state of usage of the characters of class B2 is evident if we refer to the 
tables on pp. 68 f. of Chou Fa-kao's 'Kuang yiln ch(ung-niu-ti yen-chiu"(27 ) in 
the same number of the Bulletin as Tung's article. 

2.3.3. In cooperation with Kono the writer previously investigated the fan
ch 'ieh of the Kuang yun., paying.special attention to the problem of medials.(28) 
Viewed from the present state of our study, the paper contains many unsatis
factory points, but we consider the figures obtained therein to be still worth 
quoting. 

First of all, the relationships between the lower characters of fan-ch'ieh 
and the kueit-tzu IW+ (characters rendered by fan-ch(ieh spellings) in the sixty
nine examples of the ch(ung-niu pairs given by Arisaka (29) are as shown in the 
following table: (See p. 74) 

The figures enclosed in square brackets in this table show our counts 
with the exclusion of the following four pairs: 

(13) :I: (spelled iBz~) "i!f (spelled ~~) (Rime ~) 
( 15) ~ ( spelled 2P~) : ~ ( spelled Hilt~) (Rime ~) 

(27) '~WtmJill:a':Hvf~ (Studies on the fan-ch'ieh doublets in Kuang Yun)', ibid., 49-117. 
(28) An article under joint authorship with Prof. Kono, entitled 'The Four Types of Medials 

in Ch'ieh yun', a result of this investigation, was to appear in the bulletin of a certain 
society, which unfortunately was never published. 

(29) Arisaka 'Medial i Theory', pp. 323-327. The distinction between types A and B is 
based on Divs. IV and III of the Yun ching, which are not referred to as such by 
Arisaka. 
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I~ 
ya and hou ya and hou 

k'ai-k'ou ho-k'ou 

A 
I 

B A (C) 
I 

B (D) 

ya and hou [class DJ {~ 4 [3J 7 
20 14 

ch'un [class C (except {i 2 
category r) J 2 

she-shang [ class B2] 2 2 

ch'ih-t'ou } 6 2 
cheng-ch'ih 

[class AJ 
,5 1 

category 0, 9 4 
pan-ch'ih l 1 [OJ 

pan-she [category jJ] 1 1 l 1 

(38) ~ (spelled :t:59.) : ii (spelled :ml::P) (Rime •) 
( 41) W ( spelled ~ *) : ~ ( spelled ~ *) (Rime if) 

ch'un 

A 
I 

B 

1 
2 [OJ 11 [9J 

7 [6J 1 [OJ 
13 

l 

3 
7 
2 
1 

3 

Example (38) is left out because !lt'i is not found in the K'an-miu pu-ch'ileh 
Ch'ieh yun frJ~mf$1i:tJJ~ of Wang Jen-hsii .=[f:ijt.J; (in addition, the lower char
acter l::[J itself is spelled "M-59.; hence these fan-ch'ieh doublets are not in con
trast.) (so) On the other hand, since the doublets in each of the remaining pairs 
have a lower character in common, and the difference between their values 
are indicated by the upper characters, these pairs were not counted in our 
study. 

The figures with the exclusion of the four pairs show that the characters 
from classes A and B2 (except category jJ) appear as the lower characters for 
the kuei-tzu of types A and B respectively; on the other hand, those of category 
jJ are found in both types A and B of the kuei-tzu. The class B1 characters 
do not appear in this table. 

Secondly, the sorting of the lower characters for the kuei-tzu that consist 

I~ cl.B2 h 
cl.A cl.B1 other I category 

cl.C cl. D (total) 
- than jJ jJ 

class A 453 0 21 125 12 64 675 

class B1 11 20 9 34 9 44 127 

{ other than jJ 72 0 16 91 5 28 212 
class B2 34 1 14 2 18 69 category jJ -

(total) 570 21 
I 

60 
I 

250 
I 

28 
I 

154 1083 

(30) It may seem inconsistent to omit only this example in spite of there being other later 
interpolated characters as well as some more pairs of fan-ch'ieh spellings with which 
we may speak of the ch'ung-niu contrast, but our purpose here is only to point out 
the general tendency. 

/ 
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of the classes A, B1 and B2 gives the result which is shown in the second table 

on p. 74. 
Here the fan-ch'ieh spelling § x for the character m~ of Rime ~}g is modi~ 

fied to § ~' and the two instances of fan-ch'ieh, where the lower characters are 
of class E, are omitted. (Sl) Further, the division of the lower characters of 

classes C and D into types A and B is not considered here. Many other points. 
which require further scrutiny have been left out of consideration; consequent-· 
ly, it may be unwise to gather from these results what the fan-ch'ieh system 
of the Ch'ieh yiln really represents. Nevertheless, general tendencies observed 
in the use of the fan-ch'ieh of the Kuang yiln evidently indicate that there is a 

possibility that class B1 , although it does not appear in the preceding table,. 
belongs to type Band that the category jJ of class B2 have a status intermediate 
between types A and B. As for the other initial categories of class B2 , it is 
also possible to consider that the characters thereof, as well as those of category 
jJ, might have been neutral, since they strongly exhibit characteristics of type 
A in this table, although in the preceding one it seems as if they belong to 
type B. In sum, supposing tentatively that, while · class B1 is of type B, 
class B2 , including the category jJ, is neutral, the distribution of these classes 
as to the types A and B based on the fan-ch'ieh of the Kuang yiln-it is 
assumed that the same holds good for the Ch'ieh yun-can be shown as. 
follows: 

Type A...... A C D 

B2 
Type B ..... . C D 

2.3.4. It is easy to say that the final categories of Group III fall under types A 
and B, that the initial categories of class A appears with type A, class B1 with 

type B, classes C and D with both types A/B and that class B2 is neutral in 
this respect. In order, however, to represent their phonetic values concretely 
we have to decide whether the characters that have a class B2 initial should 

be transcribed with medial + (type A), or with medial + (type B), with close 
vowel (type A) or with open vowel (type B), if we follow the 'different principal 
vowels' theory. In the final analysis, either we must assume a third medial 

(or principal vowel) for them, or assign them the type A medial (or principal 
vowel) by interpreting them as being phonemically of type A. Nevertheless, 
the former solution would make the resulting system unnecessarily complex, 

· and the latter, on the other hand, would fail to find any positive support in 
the phonemic system of the Ch'ieh yiln. 

Such difficulties may be solved once and for all if the distinction in classes 

(31) For convenience of reference, the classification jn the original table that was made 

using Sung phonological terms like cheng-ch'ih, ch'ih-t'ou, pan-ch'ih and pan-she 

is modified as in this table. The figures here include some obvious instances of later 

interpolated characters, and hence they show only the general tendency. 
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C and D between types A and B is attributed to their initial consonant phone
mes (initial categories). <32) Kono has already said, on page 4 7 of the article 
often quoted above 'A Characteristic of Sino-Korean', that: "It is now obvious 
from what has been shown above that the four types [A, B, C and DJ of the 
,characters with ya and hou initials [ class DJ are based on differences in the 
nature of their medials, and these, in turn, might be attributable to the differ
ent places of articulation of the ya and hou initials. It is by no means un
reasonable to suppose that the characters of types A/C and of types B/D with 
initials ~' i~, ,i;, ~ and ~ [class D categories 5, ¾, ~' ~ and WFJ were 
respectively platal and velar plosives, _ nasals and frictives. That Initial l1mf 
[category J;.JJ occurs only in the characters of types A/C could be taken as 
indicating that it had the value [jJ, and the fact that Initial ~~ [ category =:F] 
:is limited to types B/D would speak eloquently of its evolution from the 
Archaic Group B initial I!! [r], [corresponding to category ifkl]". He adds 
:further: "But, to my regret, I cannot explain on what phonetic grounds the 
two types of characters with Initial ~ [category m-J were based." Accordingly, 
it would be easy to postulate that the two types of characters differentiated 
by both their medials and principal vowels, as argued by Todo, were also 
phonetically different in their initial consonants. 

In other words, it is possible to attribute the differences in medials and 
principal vowels to the differences in the initial consonant phonemes, inter
preting the type B initials of class C (1J, =Ji, ff and m;) as /pi-, p'i-, bi-, mi-/ 
:aud the type A initials of the same class as /pji-, p'ji-, bji-, mji-/, and the 
type B initials of class D (5, ¾, ~' ~' ;ff and m-) as /ki-, k'i-, gi-, 1Ji-, xi-, 
·•i-/ and the type A initials of the same class as /kji-, k'ji-, gji-, l]ji-, xji-, 
"'ji-/. For example:C33J ~/gie1/:JirA/gjie1

/, ~/kiuan3/:*1Vkjiuan3
/, ~/'iau1

/: 

~/'jiau1
/, •/piet/ :~,jpjiet/, etc.; class A characters such as 3z and ffl are 

rendered as /tsie1
/ and /tsiaIJ 1

/; class B1 characters such as M as /tfiA1
/; and 

dass B2 characters such as i=[=r as /!iAU1J 1
'
3
/. The characters with initial category 

~ can be differentiated by /'-/ and /'j-/, to which are attributed both the 
difference between [-i--] and [-i-] (as well as slight differences among the 
·vowels following them) and that between their onglide:S. This interpretation 
will enable us to discard the distinction between the types A and B of the 
finals of Group III. c34l 

Further, the following relationships exist between the fan-ch'ieh spellings 
.and the phonemic system postulated here. The distinction between category 

(32) The possibility of such a phonemic interpretation was suggested to the writer by Pro
fessor Shiro Hattori. 

[33] The phonemic notation for Ancient Chinese presented here is revised in accordance with 
the writer's new interpretation. cf. T. Mineya: Etsunan-kanjion no kenkyu ~m~t=F
-'g(7)lijf~ (Studies on Sino-Vietnamese), The Toyo Bunko Ronso Series A. Vol. LIII (1972). 

{34) According to this interpretation, the four finals under Rime j(. are reduced to the two 
that are distinguished by the presence or the absence of medial /-u-/. 
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it: category ,@ etc. in the upper characters of fan-ch'ieh is utilized for repre
senting that between Groups I/II: Group III-which corresponds to the 
absence vs. presence of medial /-i-/-but are not used to bring out oppositions 
between k: kj, c35) etc., which are in principle represented by the lower char
acters of fan-ch'ieh (although sometimes represented by upper character). (Cf. 
2, 3. 3) Again, when such oppositions (ch'ung-niu) are absent, the usage of the 
lower characters is not strictly observed in this respect, but the close relation
ship recognizable between the characters of class A and those of the kj-type 
in classes C and D, as well as between those of class B1 and those of the k-type 
in classes C and D, with regard to their distribution in the fan-ch'ieh spellings, 
may be said to reflect their phonetic characteristics. 

2.3.5. According to Wang Ching-ju's 3:~tm theory about the ch'ung-niu 
problem in his article 'Lun k'ai ho', <35

) which the writer has refrained from 
discussing so far, the fan-ch'ieh doublets with ch'un initials, namely class C 
excluding category r, can be distinguished as pi- [type A]: prw- [type BJ, <37) 

and those with hou and ya initials namely class D as ki- [type A] (kiw- [type 
CJ) : qr- [type BJ (qrw- [type DJ) for category m [to which $;, ~ and ;ll 
conform?], as xi- [type A] (xiw- [type CJ) : xr- [type BJ (xrw- [type DJ) for 
Initial 5\§ [!f], as i- [type A] (iw- [type CJ) : I- [type BJ (rw- [type DJ) for 
Initial~ [~], and as ji- and jiw- [tJ.]: in- and rnw- [r], for Initial fimi. 

Though the initial categories J)J and r fall under Initial Plfrj in the Thirty
six Initials, it has been agreed by scholars already that category r can be 
regarded as the yodized counterpart of category tll r- (corresponding to Initial 
I§!.). As for the so-called ch'un initials, which correspond to class C, it may be 
said that they might have had the weaker ho-k'ou nature in type A. However, 
since the distinction between k'ai-k'ou and ho-k'ou is generally confused with 
regard to their distribution as fan-ch'ieh spellings, it is not necessary to add 
-w- in order to differenciate type A from type B. Besides, it is quite unreason
able that while allowing for distinctions of initial consonants in the characters 
of the initial categories like m, no such distinction is allowed in those of the 
initial category Wf, where there also exists, as a matter of course, a difference 
of articulation between x's in xi- and xr-. After all, our interpretation dis-

(35) If this is taken into consideration, the initial of the Group II characters that frequently 
uses the character of category ff in place of those of category 1J¥ as the u1:irer chara
cters of fan-ch'ieh can be regarded, for this reason, as /xj-/. Moreover, we can think 
of the possibility that the ya and hou initials of the Group II characters might have 
been /kj-, k'j-, l]j, ... / in spite of their employment of class G characters for their 
initial spellers. (It must be noted, however, that they are not followed by medial 
/-i-/ .) 

(36) 'mfg~i';- (K'ai-k'ou and Ho-k'ou) ', Yenching Journal of Chinese Studies 29 (1941), 143-
192. 

(37) The character ll&: under Rime 3t as pw1~ and ~ under Rime m~ as pw1. When trans
cribing other characters of these Rimes, the order of w and 1 (or i) is reversed. 
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cussed in the preceding section according to which the difference in medials is 
included in the initial consonant phonemes does hold good; hence we cannot 
approve of Wang's theory which claims that distinctions are made either be
tween the medials -i- and -rw-) -i- and -r- or between both initial consonants 
(e.g. k- and q-) and the medials (-i- and -r-). Moreover, Wang does not show 
in his article how the distinction between types A and B can be transcribed in 
the case of classes A and B (with the she and ch'ih initials). 

2.3.6. Needles to say, what the writer has mentioned so far also applies to the 
phonemic system of the Ch'ieh yun) which can be reconstructed from the fan
ch'ieh of the Kuang yiln and from the extant fragments of the T'ang manu
scripts of the Ch'ieh yiln) (and to which the one known from the fan-ch'ieh 
of the I ch'ieh ching yin i ~l:;JJ~tr~ by Hsiian-ying 5/4~, appears to have been 
closely related); however, when it is a question of the system revealed by the 
fan-ch'ieh of Hui-lin's ~:l#t I ch'ieh ching yin i [abbrev. as Yin i], for example, 
matters are quite different. 

In Hui-lin's Yin i the two final categories in Rime {rll of the Ch'ieh yun, 
for instance, have split into four. The first one and Rime 51: (k'ai-k'ou) 
have merged into final "'§ (k'ai-k'ou) in the No. 7 final category 1/lJ,<38

l the 
second and Rime 51: (ho-k'ou) into final ifi (ho k'ou) in the same final 
category, the third and Rime n; (k'ai-k'ou) into final 1.t (k'ai-k'ou) in the 
No. 8 final category ~, and the fourth and Rime ,1c (ho-k'ou) into final *~ (ho k'ou) in the same final category. In the phonemic system of the 
Ch'ieh yiln, Rime {LU (Karlgren's type a) is supposed to have been /-ian, 
-iuan/, Rime 51: j-ian, -iuan/ (type f3 which has only the k- or p-type 
initials in classes C and D and a neutral principal vowel), and Rime 
n; /-en, -uen/ (type r) belongs to Group I (cf. 2.2.). Consequently, the 
splitting of Rime {LU in Hui-lin's Yin i is as follows: class A and the kj-type 
of class D of Rime {LU (k'ai-kou) have joined with Rime n; (k'ai-k'ou), while 
the k-type of classes B and D has joined with Rime 51: (k'ai-kou), and in 
conformity with which the ho-k' ou counterparts of Rime {LU have joined with 
the ho-k'ou finals of Rime ;t or Rime 51:; since the initials of class C 
(ch'un initials) are consi_dered, according to Huang, to have formed a third 
category in addition to the k'ai-k'ou and the ho-k'ou, the pj- and p-type 
initials in them have come to fall under the third category of No. 8 final 
category ffiJ and of No. 7 final category ft respectively. 

The characters under Rime ;t /-en, -uen/ (without medial -i-) in the 
system of the Ch'ieh yiin are supposed to have changed to /-ien, -iuen/ here. 
From this we must necessarily conclude that the splitting of Rime {LU and its 
merger with Rimes 51: and ;t indicate that the difference between principal 

(38) For this and what follows, see Huang Ts'ui-po Jlt-f.{B: Hui-Zin i-ch'ieh-ching yin-i fan
ch'ieh k'ao ~ffl-W~w~.Bz:W?iz (A Study of the Fan-Ch'ieh of Hui-tin's 1-ch'ieh-ching 
yin-i) , 1937. 
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vowels in class A and the pj- and kj-types of classes C and D on the one hand, 
and the ones in class B and the p- and k-types of classes C and D on the other 
hand, had evolved to such an extent that it came to be phonemically significant 
under the influence of the preceding consonants and medials. To be sure, 
there is still room for further investigation concerning the question of whether 
or not it is necessary to distinguish phonemically the initial consonants of the 
kj-(pj)-type from those of the k-(p)-type in the phonemic system of Hui-lin's 
Yin i; but it should be remembered that Hui-lin went as far as to use a differ
ent series of characters even for the upper characters in order to describe the 
above mentioned distinctions and that those aspects of the fan-eh 'ieh of the 
Ch'ieh yun are still preserved by Hui-lin's which show that class A and the 
kj-(pj-)type of classes C and D are closely related, and class B1 and the k-(p-) 
type of classes C and D form another related group, with class B2 having an 
intermediate status. 

3. So far we have considered the Group III final categories in the Ch'ieh yun 
(with the main emphasis on the problem of the ch'ung-niu), and reviewed the 
essential points concerning the similarities and differences between its system 
and the one revealed by the fan-ch'ieh of Hui-lin's Yin i. Now, we have 
arrived at a stage to collate the phonemic system of the Ch'ieh yun with the 
schema of the Yun ching. I£ we illustrate faithfully the phonemic system of 
the Ch'ieh yun in accordance with the interpretation given in Section 2.3.4. 
above, we have to present it in such a way that A, B, the p-type of C (=F), the 
pj-type of C, the k-type of D (=G), the kj-type of D, and E, are arranged hori
zontally and the p'ing, shang, ch'u and ju tones are arranged vertically and 
furthermore subdivided into three sections I, II and III; thus this arrangement 
is quite different from the one found in the extant texts of the Yiin ching. 
Further, many scholars incline to attribute the ch'ung-niu distinction in the 
Ch'ieh yun to either central and front medial -i- or to different degrees of open
ing of principal vowels (cf. Sections 2.3.1-3. above), and from their point of 
view the third Group must be divided into two divisions (Divs. III and IV) as 
follows: 

Div. III (type B) 
Div. IV (type A) A 

D 
D 

In the Yun ching classes C and D of type B and those of type A are 
mainly placed in its Divs. III and IV, respectively, but class B1 is placed 
in Div. II; besides, the initial categories z, ~' ;rt, ~, ffij and J;.) of class A 
and those of class B2 are placed in Div. III, and the initial categories -=f, 
-t, ~' ,Im, and ~ of class A in Div. IV.C39J It is on account of this fact 

[39] Thus, 
Div. II B1 
Div. III A B2 C D 
Div. IV A C D 
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that the proposal that "the arrangement of the finals with medial -i- in 
uhe Yun ching must be modified", <4ol as well as the theory that "it does 
not represent actual sounds, but is an interpretation of the Ch'ieh yiln", <41

l 

has been put forward. 

3.1. Then, what is meant by the proposal: "the arrangement must be modi
fied"? On this proposal Tod6 says: "The medials of Ancient Chinese consist 
of a relatively deeply retracted central medial -i- and a front medial -i-, and as 
for the ch'un) ya and hou initials, those with the former medial are clearly dis
tinguished from those with the latter by their arrangement in Divs. III and 
IV in the mediaeval rime tables. On the other hand, as for the she and ch'ih 
initials, their arrangement is considerably distorted. If argued on the ground 
that the differences among the hsi-yiin *rnim [i.e. final categories] are, properly 
speaking, those among finals, they naturally must be classified according to the 
lower characters of their fan-ch'ieh . ... The medials of the she and ch'ih 
initials, too, should in principle be arranged according to the lower characters 
of their fan-ch'ieh. In spite of this, Sung scholars were so carried away by their 
desire to make their rime tables look orderly that they entered the she-shang 
and cheng-ch'ih initials in Div. III, the ch'ih-t'ou in Div. IV and the ch'ih
shang in Div. II under restraint of distinctions in initial consonants. In this 
manner they mixed the classification by Divisions, which ought to be made on 
the basis of the values of finals, with the classification according to initials, 
which has resulted in serious contradictions and confusion." Therefore, his 
proposal that "the arrangement must be modified" probably means that the 
rime tables which are to represent faithfully the phonemic system of the Ch'ieh 
yiin should be different from those in such works as the Yun ching and the 
Ch'i yin lueh -t~~- On this point he is certainly right; nevertheless, it is 
still open to question whether the failure of the Sung rime tables to become 
ideal ones is due to the fact that "they mixed the classification by Divisions, 
which ought to be made on the basis of the values of finals, with the classifica
tion according to initials." On the other hand, he says; "Even among the 
mediaeval rime tables Yun ching) Ch'i yin lueh and Ch'ih chang t'u t~.'tt/:il 
there are differences in their grouping of Divs. III and IV .... It is supposed 
that the original difference between Divs. III and IV might have been gradu
ally disappearing when these works were completed and that not a small part 
of them must have relied upon mere tradition." In connection with his inter
pretation of the opposition between nei-chuan 173.ffl and wai-chuan J~.ffl as 
'deep vs. shallow', he further says: "In the period of transition from T'ang to 
Sung, (1) the ya initials k, k' of Div. II rimes had shifted to c2 , c'2 through 
the fronting of their points of articulation and were then in a transitional 
stage of palatalization for their eventual evolution to ts, ts' ... (2) the cheng-

(40) Todo 'Ancient Chinese', pp. 74. 
(41) Kono 'Sino-Korean', loc. cit. 
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ch'ih initials of Div. III were gradually changing to ch'ih-shang (supradentals) 
in the Northern dialects in that period, and the dentilabialization of the ch'un 
initials with the central medial-i- was then developing .... " The present. 
writer has given rather long quotations here, for this is an important point. 
Is there any reason for not associating the chronological sound changes here 
recognized with the problem of the discrepancies between the rime tables and 
the Ch'ieh yun's system? In particular, it must be mentioned that the second 
remark, that the cheng-ch'ih initials were changing at that time will afford 
an important clue for solving the problem of Divs. III and IV, though T6d6, 
makes no reference either to the sources or to the grounds on which he bases, 
his remarks. 

3.2. We noted above (2.3.6.) that the contrast between the k-type and the 
kj-type initials in the characters of classes C and D is already encountered as. 
the distinction between their principal vowels in Hui-lin's Yin i. If the com
monly accepted theory that regards the Divisions in the Yun ching as showing 
differences in degrees of opening of vowels is right, <42) these characters which 
form ch'ung-niu pairs, might be able to be arranged in Divs. III or IV on the 
basis of their sounds of the time, and it would be unnecessary to claim that. 
"not a small part of them must have relied upon mere tradition." Each of 
the exceptions in the arrangement of the Yiin ching must be scrutinized indi
vidually. 

Besides, what has been referred to as exposing 'serious contradictions and 
confusion' means that, though the phonemic system of the Ch'ieh yun natural
ly demands the placement of class A in Div. IV, the characters of categories z, ~' k, st, ~ and ffiJ (J!~nv 3¥rn, i#nr, ~rn, ffli and B), which are particu
larly of the nature that requires their placement in Div. IV, are arranged 
in Div. III, and that those of class B1 {fi!IJ, 1JJ, ± and ?,ff (R~u, 3¥u, i#n and 
~n), which should naturally be placed in Div. III, are assigned to Div. II. 
The consonants of categories Z, ~, k, 5t and ~ (with some exceptions) 
were those that would later change to supradentals and join class B1 cate
gories {fi!IJ, 1JJ, ± and ?,ff, and class B2 categories ~, :fr and [[. If the 
theory that the initials of class B1 were supradentals at the time of the 
Ch'ieh yun, which had derived from Archaic ts, ts', dz and s, is right, the 
shift may be referred to as the first supradentalization in the history of 

(42) It must be noted that Rime 1~1 cited above as an instance to illustrate the phonemic 
system of Hui-lin's Yin i also occurs in the four tables of the Yun ching: (wai-chuan 5tQ) Nos. 21 (k'ai), 22 (ho), 23 (k'ai) and 24 (ho); it is placed in Div. IV as. 
against Rime jf; in Div. III in the first two tables, and in Div. III as against Rime 5t; 
in Div. IV in the rest. Pararell arrangements such as III ~: IV JI (k'ai) in the 
Table 25 (wai) and III O: IV ~ (ho?) in Table 26 (wai); III/IV nlf (k'ai) in 
Table 33 (wai), III/IV rn (ho) in Table 34 (wai) and III nlf: IV W (k'ai) in 
Table 35 (wai); and III 11: IV~ (k'ai) in Table 39 (wai) and III Iii: IV II (ho?) 
in Table 40 (wai) also present similar problems. 
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the Chinese language, and that of the initials of categories L, @1i, it, A 
and ~ as the second one that took place later. Might we not be allowed 

to consider, then, that though this second shift was completed much later, 

it was in progress already at the time of the Yun ching and that dorsals 

such as ts, s, etc. had become the apicals tf, S, etc.? Considered in this 

light, the syllables with these initials can have their vowels arranged in 

Div. III, not in Div. IV. Again, the initials of class B1 {Jllj, tJJ, ± and 

.ffl, losing their medial -i- because of their supradental articulation (or having 

changed it to -u- by labialization), could qualify for being entered into 

Div. II. The initial category ffij (Initial B) that would also evolve later 

to the supradental ~ was placed in Div. III parallel to that of the initial 

categories such as L, etc. On the other hand, the initial category J;J 
(Initial PwJ'1v) can be considered to have remained palatal, hence its place

ment in the Div. IV. <43
l 

Following this line of reasoning, we must necessarily conclude that the 

schema of the Yun ching does not represent the phonological system of the 

time of its compilation, but is just an interpretation of the revised editions of 

the Ch'ieh yun) and that it is the 'serious contradictions and confusion' in the 

Yun ching as compared with the phonological system of the Ch'ieh yun which 

as such have such important meaning as material for the study of the phono

logical history of Chinese. It seems to us that only from such a point of view 

we will be able to solve the other problems of the Yun ching. 

3. 3 Incidentally, the merger of initial categories ffiliJ-L, 1JJ-@1i, ±--:@t and 

pfr-A into the respective Initials ~, §¥, ~ and ~ in the so-called Thirty-six 

lnitials is easily understandable if they are interpreted as t~- tf, t~'-tf', d~-d3 
and 1;,-J rather than as retrofl.exes (like t1;,) and palatals (like ts), (and this 

is all the more so because there also exist dental affricates such as ts and 

fricatives,) and supposing that the differences in the medials and principal 

vowels immediately following those consonants were already phonemically 

distinctive, it might be possible to interprete those pairs of initials as each 

forming a single phoneme, thus / tf, tf', d3, J /. 

(43) Again, take Rime 1111 for example. 
Table 21 (k'ai) III ji:;: kiren ( <kian), etc. 

IV 1111: gjien ( < gjian) , pjien ( < pjian) , tsien ( < tsian) , etc. 

Table 22 (ho) III ji:;: l]iuren ( <1Jiuan), fi (u) ren ( <pian), etc. 

IV 1111: 'jiuen ( < 'jiuan), tsiuen ( <tsiuan), etc. 

Table 23 (k'ai) III 1~1: giren ( <gian), tiren ( <tian), tfiren ( <tsian), ~iren 
( <iian), etc. 

IV%: k'jien (<k'en), pjien (<pen), tien (<ten), tsien 
(<tsen), etc. 

Table 24 (ho) III 1111: kiuren ( <kiuan), 'iuren ( < 'iuan), tfiuren ( <tsiuan), 
3iuren ( <niuan), etc. 
IV % : kjiuen ( <kuen), etc. 
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Again, according to such a view, the table below that is given as '11, A 

T'ang manuscript of the Thirty Initials ~~* =:.-t-~BJ ~ft' in the Wei's ~ 

preface In the Shih yun hui p'ien +~iUi can be regarded as a fairly 

orderly arrangement: 
tl/Af J! 5E y}b t t' d n 

~ §f ffli B f tf' 3 3 
Jl.\ 1~ ¥.~ s z tf 

*~ 1-S' m qt£ Pffii ts ts' dz 

Ji ~ • Ji k k' g 1J 

WB IT! ~ X r 
~11 1fz {'.§: * t t' c;l 

~ ~ ~ Sj[ p p' b m 

4. What has been expounded so far, seems to have on the whole sufficiently 

illustrated the following points: the Yun ching is 'an interpretation of the 

Ch'ieh yiin/ and it may be proper to consider that the reason for its failure to 

give a faithful representation of the latter's system is not because "serious 

contradictions and confusion" brought about by the excessive desire on the 

part of its compilor(s) "to make the rime tables look ordely," but because they 

interpreted the Ch'ieh yun's system under the strong influence of another 

phonological system at the time of its compilation in spite of their efforts to 

keep intact the rimes and the hisao-yiln ,,J,~ or representatives of homopho

nous characters (which correspond to the kuei-tzu of the rime tables) in the 

revised editions of the Ch'ieh yun. Although the date of compilation of the 

Y iin ching has not been fixed as yet, such phonological changes that can be 

seen to have taken place between the phonological systems of the Ch'ieh yun 

and the Yun ching would prove to be useful in the fixing of the date. It is 

thought, however, that the date of compilation of the original text approximat

ing to the extant one of the Yun ching cannot go as far back as around that 

for the Ch'ieh yun. c44
) Matters, of course, would be quite different if the 

extant one diverged greatly from the original, though. 

In the present article the writer has taken every possible care to avoid the 

use of the Sung phonological terminology when speaking of the phonemic 

system of the Ch'ieh yun. If the Yun ching has such a nature as mentioned 

above, it is obviously wrong to apply the classification of Sung phonology ac

cording to its Initials and Divisions in the phonemic stuides of Ancient Chi

nese. Only as far as we are concerned with rime tables like the Yun ching 

etc., these terminology is profitably applicable. Needless to say, this articl; 

(44) Though its 206 rimes and collation with rime books as to the distribution of its 

kuei-tzu give us an impression that the date of the compilation might have been much 

later, these cannot afford strong grounds for the fixing of its date since they are the 

points most liable for revision. On the other hand, the order of arrangement of the 
rimes may supply a reasonable ground for it. 
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has treated of the classification of the fan-ch'ieh spellings, only to the extent 
that the problems here concerned require it. It is to be much regretted that 
when considering the phonological system at the time of compilation of the 
Yun ching} the writer could only discuss possibilities in most cases, but failed 
to adduce any positive evidence in support of them. 

* * * 
Postscript: In the footnote (3) the writer has mentioned only Kono and 

Todo, but before them Arisaka had already pointed out the discrepancies 
between the Ch'ieh yiln and the Yun ching. For instance, on pp. 346-347 of 
his 'Medial i Theory' he states that notwithstanding the higher probability 
that r type rimes had no medial i at the time of the Ch'ieh yun) 'the fact that 
Div. IV is made up of part of a type rimes and of these r type rimes reflects 
their phonological status after their shift to rimes with medial i.' Incidentally, 
as he considered that the cerebralization of Initial B and the cheng-ch'ih and 
hsi-cheng-ch'ih fEBIE~ of Div. III took place during the period of Sung ('On 
Sino-Korean', op.cit.} pp. 308-389), he seems to have ignored the shift in his 
interpretation of the Yiln chingJ which is said to be a work compiled at the 
end of the T'ang period or around the time of the Five Dynasties (Arisaka 
'Medial i Theory', pp. 347).' 

Furthermore, it is found that the inexplicability of the Yun ching by the 
phonology of Ancient Chinese, known from the Ch'ieh yun) was argued by 
Shinzo Mitsuda long ago, in 1917-18; thus, there are a series of his articles: 
'Inkyo no shokyo to sono honshitsu (The Sources of the Yiin ching and its 
fundamental nature)', Toa Kenkyu 7.1-2, 'Inkyo chosaku no nendai ni tsuite 
(The date of compilation of the Yun ching)', Kokugakuin Zasshi 23.10, 'Chuko
on nite setsumei-shigataki Inkyo no shoten (Some Aspects of the Yun ching 
that are inexplicable by Ancient Chinese)', Geibun 10.5, 'Inkyo, Shuin nado 
wa tada Chuko-bun'in no keishiki o toshu-seru mono ni shite sono hatsuon 
wa Kinsei-on nari (Yun ching} Chi yun} etc. follow the classification of the 
rimes of Ancient Chinese and the sounds represented there were that of 
Modern Chinese,' Geibun 14.7, and others. According to his opinion, it is 
confirmed from the preface in the Yun ching that it was compiled before the 
founding of the Sung Dynasty. From the fact that neither is it listed in the 
catalogue of the books brought back to Japan by Ennin lilt (Jikaku Daishi 
~i\t::fe;Jffi) about sixty years before the fall of the T'ang Dynasty, nor is it 
referred to in the Shittan-zo ~Ari by Annen :t(m;, he concludes that the 
compilation of the Yun ching was made at the very end of the T'ang 
or during the Five Dynasties. On the other hand, he considers that the 
rimes of tz'u ~ (or shih-yu l~!i) date from late T'ang and assumes from 
similarities between the groupings of rimes in tz'it and ch'u El±! (in the 
Chung yuan yin yun i=p]ffi't:f~) that 'the tz'u rimes, namely late T'ang 
sounds were Modern Chinese' ('Shi-in sunawachi Ban-To-on wa Kinsei-on 
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nari', Geibun 10.2). With this assumption he attempted to solve all the 
problems of the Yun ching in the light of the phonology of Modern Chinese. 
The writer agrees with his opinion that the Yun ching does not reflect the 
phonology of Ancient Chinese as it was, but holds a totally different view 
as to his 'interpretation of four Divisions of the Yun ching' by the sounds 
of Modern Chinese ('Inkyo 4-to no kaishaku', Geibun 11.5.). 


